Expanded Instructions
Dead ‘til Dawn is the immersive zombie horror game that never plays the same way
twice, and where no one ever truly dies. Play heroically and help each other out,
play selfishly and backstab your buddies, or anything in between. Who will you
be, when night falls and the dead walk? And who will you become by dawn?
With your game, you should have gotten a handy little instructions booklet, designed to be as short and succinct
as possible. But sometimes, especially with a game that has several new or unique concepts or features, you also
need big old expanded instructions to curl up with. Get comfy!

Game Concepts
Dead ‘til Dawn is designed to play out like a zombie movie. At the start of the game, the sun is setting, and
the players find themselves together and hopeful, if apprehensive. A couple of rounds into the game however,
people are wounded, maybe even dead, and it’s clear that the gear won’t be enough for everyone. Hard choices
are made, grudges surface, and the stink of secret agendas hangs over everything. By the last couple of rounds,
the unlucky have joined the ranks of the undead, and the living have an increasingly difficult fight if they want to
make it to the dawn. And who knows, maybe they’ll all end up dead… that’s certainly a possibility. Just watch the
original 1968 Night of the Living Dead - don’t be the last to die!
The instructions are on the cards. Dead ‘til Dawn was designed so that in order to play, all you would need
to do is read the cards and follow their directions. You’ll notice that there are words that are bolded and in blue
– these are keywords that we want to make sure you notice, as they might interact with keywords on other cards.
However, if you don’t see how that keyword matters in a given situation, well, it probably doesn’t! Just read the
cards and follow the directions. Make sure to actually read the cards, and don’t assume they do anything other
than what is on the cards! There are many cards in this game with similar names (“Fear,” or “Bitten,” for
example), but each will do slightly, if not completely different things. So, for example, if a Zombie player plays a
“Missed” card, make sure to read the card to see what happens, and if it doesn’t say someone gets a Wound, but
the last one did, well… this one doesn’t say you do, so you don’t! For another example, if an Equipment card
doesn’t say it is discarded after use, and the Event you are encountering doesn’t say it is discarded, then… it’s not
discarded!
In Dead ‘til Dawn, dying is part of the game. This can take some getting used to – often new players feel like
they will lose if they die but any time a player “dies” in this game, they aren’t out of the game at all – they just
switch teams and play as a zombie (the Hero character can actually die, but that’s explained on the Hero card).
In fact, the more you and your friends play and get used to the rules and what to expect, you may find yourself
trying to die, in order to win! You may even return to the living team – there are two cards that make this possible
in the Base Game Set, the Antidote Equipment card, and the Immune Zombie card. So, don’t get stuck thinking
that you need to stay alive, and join the hoard! Plus, they’ve got great dental plans, and nightly all-you-can-eat
buffets.
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Scarcity is a feature of the game. You will begin with a few equipment cards, and often that’s all you’ll get.
So, if you start the game with nothing more than, say, a bible, some food and water, and a board with a nail in
it… you may want to either convince someone to give you better gear, or start thinking about switching teams
sooner rather than later! It also means that, if you have only one Weapon and it Breaks after one use, it may be
wise to let yourself take a Wound, to not be completely defenseless… Or, if you see someone with equipment you
want, and they just happen to die (maybe with your help), well… I suppose they would have wanted you to have
their chainsaw, right?? Or, you can beg for help from the other survivors – after all, if you die, the game becomes
much more difficult for the survivors as you begin to play cards as a Zombie player that make their lives much
more miserable, and shorter. Teamwork isn’t necessary to survive, but it makes it a whole lot easier.
Each player wins or loses on their own. This is a group game, but in the end, you determine your own fate.
It is completely possible for all players to win, and for all players to lose! Players win, depending on whether or
not they met one of these two criteria:
• Surviving to the end of the final round of the game
• Dying, and satisfying their “zombie craving” on the bottom of their character card, so long as they are
not among the last to die
There are many MANY other ways to win and lose. Several event cards change these criteria, some characters
have their own unique requirements for winning and losing, and even some equipment, settings, or zombie cards
can change how players win or lose. But regardless, you win or lose your own game, so keep that in mind!

Game Components
Dead ‘til Dawn comes with four card types, and the Dead Arm of the Law expansion pack add a fifth:

Character cards – These cards tell you who each player is in this story,
and sometimes include special abilities or rules. Keep your character card
secret, unless it tells you otherwise. Never show it to anyone, unless
required to, or if a card gives permission! If a player ever accidently reveals
their Character card when not supposed to, if they have are any “play once
per game” abilities, they will be considered spent.
The top 2/3rds of the card tell you the Character’s name, a fun quote this
Character might say, how to play as this Character, and if you have any
special rules or abilities.
The bottom third is your “zombie craving” – it’s how you win the game,
after you have died and become a zombie. There’s no reason not to work
towards your zombie craving while still alive, unless your craving is to get
everyone killed… well, you could still work towards that one, too!
Take note of the eight “core characters” – these are characters with yellow behind their names. Core Characters
all start the game revealed, and they are the Characters mentioned most by name on Event cards. Starting as a
Core character also helps with building trust – the other Survivors know that at least you aren’t evil right at the
beginning of the game! It’s best not to think of Core Characters as “beginner” characters, however – to balance
out their abilities and starting revealed, their zombie cravings all require that they get the entire party killed,
which can be very difficult. The harder it is for a Character to win as a Survivor, the easier their zombie craving
is to achieve.
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Equipment cards – These are stuff! Players can freely trade equipment
before the game begins and throughout the game, but hands are locked and
players cannot trade while resolving an Event, or when a Survivor dies.
Players can only have five Equipment cards at the end of their own turns any extra must be given out or discarded. Most Equipment cards are held
in your hand, are secret until played, and are returned to your hand after
you play them unless the card says they “Break” or are discarded after use.
Equipment cards with Ammo work differently – they are played down on
the table, with as many Ammo tokens as the card says it gets.
Equipment cards have key words on them, such as Weapon, Firearm, Tool,
Breaks, Light, Rope, or Loud. These keywords only matter when a card calls
for them. For example, your group may find themselves trapped on a
rooftop and needing a Rope to get down. Or, you may find yourself needing
to play a Weapon to fight, but there might be negative repercussions if your Weapon is Loud. Often, these
keywords won’t matter – just read the card, and let the other players know, just in case. There are times where
you may not be aware, but another player may be waiting to react to something – for example, there are many
Zombie cards that can be played in reaction to Loud things, and to Light. Even if a player doesn’t think there will
be any repercussions, make sure to tell the group when keywords come into play. You never know what secret
reactions might come up!
Equipment cards can only be played when a card calls for them to be played – players can’t just announce they’re
going to fire their pistol, for example, just to make a Loud noise, or to attack another Survivor! Survivors can
only attack each other if and when a card effect says they can.

Event cards – These cards are where the story comes from. Each
survivor will draw one Event card and resolve it each turn. When looking
at Event cards, notice first at the top whether it should be read out loud or
not! For example, with this card shown here, if the player who drew it read
the card out loud, then the group would know that they will certainly turn
into a zombie in two rounds! Players CAN read these cards out loud if they
want to, but they cannot show the card to prove that what they are saying
is true. Players who draw “do NOT read out loud” cards can always claim
that it is a “Nothing Happens” card (there are two in the Base Game Set),
OR players can tell the group that they are Bitten, hoping that someone in
the group may have cards to help them out. But of course, that’s a gamble.
When reading an Event card out loud, read the entire card, including the
title, as other players may have cards to play in reaction to certain Events.
The top part of the card is the story, telling the players what is going on,
while the bottom of the card explains in gameplay terms what needs to happen. Event cards can describe attacks,
require choices, voting, they can also change the flow of the game.
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Zombie cards – When players become zombies, these are the cards they
will use to ruin the lives of the people who let them die (or in some cases,
who outright killed them!).
Zombie cards all explain in their text when they can be played, and their
effects. There is no limit to how many cards a zombie player can have in
their hand, and they can play as many cards as they want to.
Zombie Power-Up cards stay in play in front of Zombie players, and
generally make them much more dangerous in combat, and a lot cooler.
The bottom of each Zombie card shows either the front or the back half of
a zombie crawling. This is where the random element in the game comes in
(other than shuffling). Often cards will call for a “Flip,” and say what
happens on Heads or Tails. When you see one of these, flip the top Zombie
card from the deck into the discard pile, and see whether it shows the zombie’s head, or tail.

Setting cards – These cards are completely optional, and can be found
in expansion packs, such as in Dead Arm of the Law.
If used, a Setting card is drawn at the start of the game and read to the
group. Dead ‘til Dawn is designed so that the cause and situation of each
game’s zombie outbreak is vague – the players are in a large town or city,
and the game starts as the sun sets, but that’s about it. Setting cards expand
the storyline, giving players an idea of where they are and what’s unique
about this particular storyline.
The bottom half of the cards tell the players what special rules are in effect
for this game. For example, with Dead of Winter shown here, the Survivors
have an extra motivation to find and Vote to get into a Hideout (Hideouts
are types of Even cards, that have “Hideout” in their title). Knowing this,
Zombie players may want to keep a card handy that will push the Survivors
out of their Hideout, such as a “Run!!!” card.

Tokens - The game also comes with tokens (bullets for Ammo, and bloody
x’s for Wounds), a bag for the tokens, and the instructions booklet. The
holding tray slots in the box are large enough to hold the expansion pack
cards, and then some.
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Icons – Some of the cards have an icon in the bottom right corner. These icons mean nothing for gameplay,
they are simply there to mark which cards came from which expansions. The three-hundred-and-fifty cards
from the Base Game Set have no icons, while the cards that do have icons come from the following expansions:

Dead Arm of the Law - this fifty-card expansion adds cards of every time, and introduces a new
card type, Settings, and cards with a new keyword, Pets.

Extra Life Bonus Pack - these eleven bonus cards will be included in every Base Game Set for
this first printing of the game, as a special thanks to everyone who backed the Kickstarter.

Kickstarter Exclusive Cards - these four gamer-themed cards were added to the Base Game
Set as Kickstarter stretch goals, and are included for free as long as supplies last.

Game Setup
1 – Character cards – Deal out one Character card to each player. For new players (people playing their first
few games – see “New Players” in Key Game Terms below for more), look through the Character cards and
pull out the eight “core characters” – these are characters with yellow behind their names. Shuffle the core
characters and pass one out to each player. For experienced players, after dealing out the core characters to the
new players, shuffle the rest of the core characters in with the other Character cards, and deal one card to each
experienced player. If a player ever accidently reveals their Character card when not supposed to, if there are
any “play once per game” abilities, they will be considered spent.

2 - Setting (optional) - If you have Setting cards, then next, draw a Setting card and read it to the group. The
top part of the card is the storyline – it sets the stage for the game, revealing where you were when night fell and
the zombie outbreak began. The bottom of the card explains any special rules for this game.
For games where they majority of the players are new, use the “Dead ‘til Dawn” Setting card, as it doesn’t change
the rules.

3 - Equipment - Third, pass out three Equipment cards to each player. Players can freely trade and give these
away before the game begins, if they want to. Players can only have five Equipment cards at the end of their own
turns - any extra must be given out, or discarded. Equipment cards have key words on them, such as Weapon,
Firearm, Tool, Breaks, Light, or Loud. These are all explained below in the Key Game Terms section.
Equipment cards can only be played when a card calls for them to be played. Players cannot play Equipment to
attack each other, unless a card says so.

4 – Determining Who Starts - The player who has most recently watched a zombie movie begins the game.
For future games, let whoever lost the previous game the worst goes first. This is meant to be a fun way to reward
players who got screwed, which can happen in this game!
Of course, if your group would rather take this seriously, you absolutely can! Have each player Flip and eliminate
anyone who Flips Tails. The remaining players Flip again, and again, until there is only one player left (if ever
all of the remaining players Flip Tails, then all of those remaining players re-Flip). If you use this method, players
can absolutely use Equipment or Character abilities to influence the outcome!
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How to Play
Turns and Rounds -

Each Survivor’s turn, that player will draw

and resolve an Event card. Each Zombie player’s turn, that player will draw
two new Zombie cards, and play any cards they want to play. Play continues
clockwise, until every player has had a turn, and that completes one round.
For most sessions, the game is over after five rounds (though games can
end early due to all of the players being dead, or due to card effects). After
the fifth round, the sun rises, help arrives, and the Survivors survive! At
that point, players will each determine whether or not they won or lost
individually. It is perfectly possible for a player to stay alive to the end, but
to still not meet their own requirements, and to lose (just take a look at the
Secret Enemy example shown here).
The game does not include a round counter, but should have! Hopefully
there will be something handy coming out in the future, but for now, each
time the first player takes a turn, set aside an Ammo or Wound token in a
designated spot of the table to keep track.
The top half of Event cards is storyline, and the bottom half explains the rules for resolving the Event card.
Throughout game testing, it became common for experienced players to skip the storyline part of the card, to get
to the gameplay section. If your “fun” group of soulless machines likes to play this way, do make sure to read the
title of the card, as it might be important for other players to know!
Once an Event card is drawn, players cannot trade Equipment cards until the Event card is completely resolved.
Once an Event card is resolved, the player who drew the card’s turn is over. Play continues to the left, with each
survivor drawing and resolving an Event card on their turn around the circle. One full loop of turns is called a
“round,” and most games last five rounds, depending on the number of players.

Flipping - Some Event cards will call for a Flip. Draw the top card off
the Zombie deck and put it in the discard pile. If the bottom of the card
shows the front half of a zombie, the card is Heads; if it shows the back half
it is Tails. Sometimes a card can call for a re-Flip. As cards are played that
overwrite each other, they take place backwards from the final card played.
Fun detail, that zombie on the Zombie cards (and on the box cover, and
on the Bouncer card) is Icelandic actor Tommi Thor Gudmundsson, who
played an SS Nazi zombie in the gross and bizarre movie Dead Snow 2!

Voting - There are times your group of survivors will need to Vote. The survivor whose turn it is leads the
voting for the turn. It is their job to make sure that everyone understands what they are voting on. Then the Vote
leader counts, “3, 2, 1, VOTE!” and each survivor (including the Vote leader) holds out a thumbs-up or a thumbsdown. If there is a tie, the Vote leader has the final say. Players can choose to abstain from Voting.
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It's important to point out here how these rules can be manipulated by the Vote leader, by either not calling for
a Vote so there’s more time to change the other player’s minds, OR by calling for the Vote quickly in order to
keep players from having time to discuss. The Vote leader can even try to trick players by calling “thumbs up”
and “thumbs down” something that people might assume would be the other way around, to trick players who
aren’t paying attention.

Combat -

Before we talk about smashing zombies, it’s important to

make sure players know that they cannot play Weapon cards against each
other, unless something specifically allows it. If you have a goal that
requires other survivors to die, you’ll likely need to be clever about getting
them killed, though there are some Event and Zombie cards that let
Survivors attack or even outright kill each other.
Some Event cards will involve a fight, such as the Run!!! card shown here.
In this example, if the Survivors Vote to fight, each survivor would need to
play Equipment cards or use abilities that add up to three Weapons, or they
could get up to three Wounds (Three Weapons is a lot. Remember, players
usually only start with three Equipment cards total!). When a fight starts,
follow these steps:
1 – Check if Zombie Players are Joining In - Before the Survivors
start to play their Weapons, check to see if any Zombie players want to join
in the fight. Any time a survivor is in a fight with zombies either from an Event card of from another zombie
player playing a card, any Zombie players sitting directly next to the fighting Survivors can choose to join in the
fight! Note that the Run!!! example card specifies “versus the zombies,” so you know this is a fight with zombies.
Not all fights are with zombies, and so Zombie players cannot always join in. If joining the fight, the Zombie
players must announce which neighbor they are attacking. The target survivor will need to play one more Weapon
against the zombie player or receive a Wound (the zombie player is not wounded more, they are already dead,
and get to ignore paltry things like gaping injuries!). This is another good reason to try to keep the players sitting
next to you alive as long as possible.
2 – Assign Weapons - The Survivors now each play their Weapons, announcing to the group what they are
doing. Normally, Survivors can play Weapons to help each other out if they want to, but this card says “alone,”
so the only way players could help each other is if there were a special rule in place (such as a Hideout, or
Character ability like the Famous Entertainer).
When playing Weapons against two or more separate attacks (such as Zombie players), Survivors need to
announce which Weapons are being played toward which attacks. For example, imagine if Alan, Betsy, Chuck
and Daria are all sitting in that order. Betsy and Chuck are Zombies, while Alan and Daria are Survivors. Alan
draws the above Event card, and they Vote to fight. Before the battle, Betsy can join the fight, but only against
Alan, as Chuck on her other side is a zombie. Chuck has the same situation, where he can only target Daria. If
they both joined their own perspective fights, then Alan would need to play three Weapons versus the Event card,
and another Weapon versus Betsy’s attack. The way this Event card is worded, if Alan can only play two Weapons,
he will get two Wounds whether he assigns the Weapons to the Event card, or to Betsy’s attack. Alan still needs
to announce what he’s doing, however, because Betsy may have cards to either Break Alan’s Weapon if he uses
one against her, OR she may have a card that she can play after giving Alan a Wound, such as a Bitten card. It’s
a tough choice for Alan, for sure!
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3 – Zombie’s Reaction - Once all the Survivors are done playing cards, the Zombie players then have a chance
to play cards. The Zombie cards will say clearly on them when they can be played.
4 – Survivor’s Reaction - Next, the survivors will get a chance to play more cards or use abilities, if they want
to. If they do, then go back to step 3, and the Zombies get another chance to react. This continues until one side
does not do anything in reaction.
5 – Wounds and Death – If anyone took any Wounds, keep track of them by taking a Wound token and placing
it in front of the Wounded player. Your number of Wounds is public information - no hiding your tokens! In most
games, players die when they take their third Wound.
Some players like to save a First Aid Kit Equipment card, to pay at the moment they or someone else takes that
final Wound. This is completely legal, as the First Aid Kit cancels the Wound before it takes place.
When that final Wound is taken, if nothing is done to save your skin, you die and change to the Zombie team!

Becoming a Zombie -

When a player takes their final Wound, or a

card says they die, they become a Zombie player. Dead players are not out of the
game! They simply have a new goal, and a new way to play. Think of it as being
forced to switch teams, while kicking and screaming. Sounds exciting, right? When
transitioning to one’s new, monstrous un-life, follow these steps:
1 – Reveal your Character Card, if you have not already. The bottom third of
your card should list your “zombie craving,” or how you now win the game, and
may include special abilities you have as a zombie.
2 - Discard any secret “do NOT read out loud” Event cards that you have in
front of you (unless they say not to).
3 - Pass your hand of Equipment cards to the survivor to your left, while they loot your body for gear. That
player may take one card, and then must pass the rest to the next Survivor to the left. The stack should continue
around and around until all the cards are taken.
4 - Draw three Zombie cards. Each card should explain when it can and cannot be played, so read carefully.
If you died on your own turn before you drew an Event card, you’ll draw two extra Zombie cards (five total).
There is no limit to the number of Zombie cards a zombie player can have at one time, and any number of Zombie
cards can be played in one turn. From this point on, at the start of your turns, instead of drawing an Event card,
you’ll draw two more Zombie cards.
As a Zombie player, you now work towards your zombie craving, which is listed in the green section at the bottom
of your Character card. This goal is public knowledge, and you can feel free to negotiate with other players, to
help you reach your goal. For example, if your zombie craving is that the players sitting next to you must be dead
by the end of the game, you could strike a deal with the other survivors to help you get them killed, and in
exchange you could promise to not attack them. Of course, there’s nothing binding you to this agreement. You’re
a zombie, you’re going to do whatever you want!
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Any time a survivor is in a fight with zombies (either from an Event card, of from another zombie player playing
a card), the next zombie player to their right and left can choose to join in the fight! If the zombie player wants
to do this, they need to announce which neighbor they are attacking, right after the card detailing the fight was
read. The target survivor will need to play one more Weapon against the zombie player or receive a Wound. See
the Combat section above for more details.
If a Zombie player comes back to life, any one-use abilities that they have are considered spent.

The Game Ends at Dawn - Unless all the players die first (which is a common occurrence, especially
with more veteran players!), the game ends after:
• 12 rounds for 2 players
o Two player games can be less exciting, with voting and mystery being limited to only two
people. Consider using one of the two player compatible game variants below!
• 8 rounds for 3 players
• 5 rounds for 4-6 players
• 4 rounds for 7-8 players
o In playtesting, we tried games with up to 12 players. It’s completely possible, however, it
was common to have a few players be dead before they even got a turn!

Who Won? - This is a group game, but in the end, you determine your own fate. It is possible for all players
to win, and for all players to lose! Players win, depending on whether or not they met one of these two criteria:
• Surviving to the end
• Dying, and satisfying their “zombie craving” on the bottom of their character card, so long
as they are not among the last to die
If the game ends early because everyone has died, the players who died during the last turn of the game cannot
win, unless a special rule allows them to.
For example, Allura, Lotor and Hagar are playing, and at this point in the game, Allura is a zombie with
the craving “everyone must be dead.” If in one turn, Lotor and Hagar both die, then they would both lose
even if they satisfied their zombie craving, and Allura would win because he fulfilled his zombie craving.
Each player wins or loses alone.
For another example, Peggy, Hank, Bobby and Luanne are playing. About half way though the game,
Peggy and Hank are both Zombies, and Bobby and Luanne both have two Wounds each. Things are not
looking good for the Survivors! Bobby may want to try to get killed on purpose so that Luanne is left alive
alone, so that when she finally does die, Bobby can win! Of course, Luanne may play an Antidote card
and bring Bobby back to life, just to die herself, to screw Bobby over! Or, the Zombie players may decide
to direct their attacks at one Survivor and not the other, because of their own personal goals and grudges.
There are many MANY other ways to win and lose. Several event cards change how players can win or lose, some
characters have their own unique requirements for winning and losing, and even some equipment, settings, or
zombie cards can change how players win or lose. But regardless, you win or lose your own game, so keep that in
mind!
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Game Variants
Beginner Walkthrough (2 player compatible) – This variant can be used for groups of new
players, to help them understand how the game works, without too much study of the rules. For this one:
1.
Don’t use a Setting card (or use the Dead ‘til Dawn Setting card)
2.
Give each player a Core Character card
3.
Each player starts with four Equipment cards, instead of three
4.
As Survivors draw Event cards, any that read “do not read out loud” are discarded, and a new one
is drawn instead
5.
As players die, they become Zombies as usual.
6.
Once there are Zombie players, any time the Survivors are fighting Zombies, make sure to remind
the Zombie players that they can join in the fight, if they want to. New players often forget!
7.
Play the game for the usual number of Rounds, for the number of players

Complex Characters (2 player compatible) – This is a fun variant that grew out of playtesting. A
group of players who loved the game and played it a ton wanted to add more complexity and difficulty to their
game, and came up with this:
Use regular rules, but each player starts with two Character cards and plays as one person who is both of those
characters fused together. You still have the usual hand limit and number of Wounds as a single Character, but
you get the abilities and drawbacks of both cards. For example, if you had College Student and Lunatic, you are
one character who is a lunatic and a college student (easy to imagine!), so your College Student card would start
the game revealed and you would be immune to being Bitten, but you also cannot win the game as a Survivor
without the player sitting two seats to your right being dead. In this example, if you died, you would have the
College Student’s zombie power, and though with the Lunatic you would normally only need the three players
sitting to your right dead to win as a zombie, to satisfy the College Student’s craving as well, all of the survivors
must be dead. In order to win as a complex character, both character card’s requirements must be met!
This can result in some impossible situations, such as being both the Escaped Convict and the Sherriff, but that’s
only impossible if you insist on staying alive…!
In the instructions booklet, I suggested using the Complex Characters rule for three player games, but for these
expanded instructions, and for the sake of confusion, I’ve put these here as game variant rules only.

Solitaire (1 player compatible) – This method is more of a zombie horror simulator that pits you
against the game! Deal out four "Core" Character cards on the table, and the correct number of Equipment cards
to each. All of the cards can of course be face up. Play the game as usual, drawing an Event card for
each Character one at a time and resolving them from that Character's perspective. "do not read out loud" cards
can be tricky - but simply play them from that Character's perspective! You'll of course know what each one is,
but the goal in this game is to get as many of your Characters to survive until morning as possible! As they die,
they do not become zombies - they're simply dead and out of the game, though they could be revived with
something such as the Antidote. The game lasts five rounds to begin with, but once you manage to beat a game
with all four Characters alive, bump the game up to six rounds and try again! With this method, I would suggest
even giving the Character's names, and really weaving the story in your mind - it will feel like you're watching
your very own choose-your-own-adventure zombie movie!
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Key Game Terms
This list explains common keywords from the game cards (keywords are bold and blue), and key concepts of
the game. If you see a blue keyword that isn't in this Key Game Terms list, then it is the name of a card in the
game. The four types of blue keywords are:
•
•
•
•

Rules keywords Flip, Heads, Tails, Break, Weapons, Bitten, Pet, Firearm, Ammo, Wound,
Zombie Power-Up, Hideout, Light, Rope, and Vote)
Player roles (Survivor or Zombie)
Card types (Character, Event, Zombie, Equipment, or Setting)
Words from card titles (such as Rifle, Saw, Fear, Infected Blood, Sheriff, or Run!!!)

“Alone” – The word "alone" can be found in two different contexts:
Fighting Alone - in some fights, each Survivor must fight alone, meaning the other survivors cannot play extra
Weapons to help, unless a special rule allows it.
"If you are alone..." Some Event cards have different effects if there is only one Survivor encountering the Event.
On these, the text will read something like, "If you are alone..." If the Survivor who read the Event card is alone
(in the world of the game), then follow the directions

Ammo – See “Firearms” below.
Bite – Or “Bitten,” this is when a Survivor finds themselves with Zombie teeth marks, and can show up either
through Event cards, or through Zombie cards. What that exactly means is different in each situation but being
Bitten always results in some chance of changing into a Zombie. If a survivor gets Bitten more than once, all of
the bites take place – this can result in flipping several times.

Broken – If a card says something breaks or is broken, the card is discarded after it is used. So, if a Weapon
“Breaks,” then once it is spent as a Weapon, it is discarded. There are many Equipment cards that can be used as
a Weapon, but immediately Break. These are discarded after they are used, unless someone uses an ability to fix
it, or uses something like a duct tape card.

Core Characters – These Character cards have yellow banners behind the Character’s name. All start the
game revealed, they all have unique and useful abilities, and they are the Characters mentioned most by name in
Event cards. To balance this out, all Core Characters also have as their zombie craving that everyone must be
dead for them to win, though they also each have special abilities as zombies.

Do NOT read out Loud - For experienced players, if the card reads “do NOT read out loud” at the top,
the player should read the card silently and follow its instructions. The player can tell the other players what it
says (or lie and insist that it says, “Nothing Happens”), but cannot show the card.

Dying – As Survivors die, they become Zombie players. At this point the game changes for the zombie player.
Dead players are not out of the game! They simply have a new goal, and a new way to play. Think of it as switching
teams.
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“Fear” – Some Event and Zombie cards are titled “Fear,” and they all work by forcing a Flip, with two different
possible results – a better result on Heads, and a worse result on Tails. Some Fear cards may result in an annoying
Quirk, while others can cause Wounds or even death! “Bible” Equipment cards can be used to cancel Fear cards,
and the Priest’s special ability is to let Survivors re-Flip for Fear (or as a Zombie, force them to re-Flip for Fear
they may have successfully overcome).

Firearms - Firearms are a type of Weapon, that's all. Most of them use Ammo, but not all - for examples, the
crossbow is simply a Firearm that counts as a Weapon, or the flare gun is a Firearm Weapon with one use.
When a Firearm with Ammo is played, set the card on the table in front of you, and take the correct number of
Ammo tokens and put them on the card. Each Ammo token spent represents a certain number of Weapon used
– read the Firearm card to see. So, for example, if a card has five Ammo, up to five tokens can be spent in one
fight, adding up to that many Weapons. When traded or discarded, a Firearm keeps any remaining Ammo with
it (unless dug out of the discard pile). Ammo cannot be shared between Firearms – it counts as part of that
Firearm card.
Ammo tokens cannot be added to Firearms that don’t use Ammo tokens. Since there's no Ammo being used,
adding Ammo to the card wouldn't change anything about it - it would be a crossbow with some bullets taped to
it or something. The idea behind Firearms such as the Crossbow is that they may only fire once per round, but
they will never run out of Ammo, AND it's a silent Firearm, which are rare and can be exceedingly helpful!

Flip – When a card calls for a Flip, discard the card off of the top of the Zombie
deck, and check the picture on the bottom for Heads (the front half of the zombie)
or Tails (the back half).
Sometimes a card can call for a re-Flip. As cards are played that overwrite each
other, they take place backwards from the final card played.
So, for example, imagine a player named Leeloo needs to Flip for being Bitten. She Flips Tails, which according
to the card means she's going to die and become a Zombie, so she plays a Lucky Rabbit's Foot to re-Flip, and gets
a Heads. But then, a Zombie player plays Bad Luck - then she would need to re-Flip once again. If other Lucky
Rabbits Foot cards or Bad Luck or Evil Luck, or anything that causes a re-Flip, then the series of reFlipping would continue.
A couple of cards come up in questions, such as Evil Luck. With Evil Luck, the Zombie player can determine the
value of a Flip. If someone plays a card or uses an ability to cause more re-Flipping or to change the value of
the Flip, then they would do just that.
Weak Blood is another card that might cause questions - it reads, "For the rest of the game, each time that player
needs to Flip for being Bitten, the first card Flipped is automatically Tails." This means that if a player Flips for
being Bitten, the FIRST Flip would always Tails, but that Flip can be re-Flipped, if cards are played for reFlipping.
The Gambler's ability states on the card that it supersedes any cards played before or after it concerning the Flip.
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Hand Limit – Many Event cards will result in Survivors drawing more Equipment cards. Each survivor must
have no more than five Equipment cards when the next player begins their turn. When not resolving an Event
card or Zombie cards, Survivors can trade or give away Equipment cards freely. Any Firearms passed along keep
any remaining Ammo with them. If a player ever voluntarily discards Equipment cards, the other Survivors have
the choice of picking them up if they want to, starting with the next Survivor to that player’s left.
Any Equipment cards played down on the table in front of a player (usually these would be Firearms with Ammo),
these still count against the player’s hand limit. Whether or not you want to have more Equipment cards down
on the table is a matter of game play style. Personally, I keep all of my equipment cards hidden as long as possible,
because I have trust issues when the dead start wandering around hungry. Some people love to have all of their
gear out in the open, to promote trust and teamwork. Which sometimes works amazingly well! Just not always
for that player...

“Hideout” – Some Event cards will have “Hideout” in the title, and these operate differently than other Event
cards. Hideouts are places that the Survivors can hole up in, and usually give some kind of benefit to the Survivors
if they choose to hide there. They all call for a Vote on whether to use the Hideout. If the survivors Vote not to
enter the hideout, it is discarded and the Survivor who drew it must draw another Event card. If players do Vote
to go into a Hideout, they cannot choose to leave unless they are forced out by another Event or find a new
Hideout.

Light – Some Equipment cards make Light. Unless something says that the Light card is discarded or Breaks,
the Equipment card goes back into the player’s hand after they play it. Light comes into play mostly with Zombie
cards – Zombie players will find several cards they can play in reaction to the Survivors playing a Light. There
are also Event cards where having lights can be good or bad, and even a Setting card where the zombies are lightsensitive, and Lights can be played as Weapons!

Loud – Some Equipment cards, or certain situations, can be noisy and are marked with the keyword Loud. Like
Light, the Loud keyword mostly comes into play with Zombie cards. There are a LOT of Zombie cards that can
be played in reaction to the Survivors making a Loud noise (most often these either elicit an attack, or give the
Zombie players more cards). If something Loud happens, and there are no Zombie players listening, and no
Event effects in play, then it’s safe to be Loud! For gameplay purposes, it’s wise to use up Loud Equipment early
in the game, before there are Zombie players.

New Players – Throughout these instructions, there are special rules mentioned for “new players.” It’s more
about comfort level, than skill. If players want to be forever considered “new,” that should be allowed - after all,
if a “new” player wins as a new player, and it is their tenth time playing the game, how many bragging rights do
they really get?

“Next Player/Survivor to your Right/Left” - To count to the next Survivor player to a side,
skip over any Zombie players in between. If looking for the “next player” to a side, don’t skip anyone.

Pet – Pets give bonuses or abilities. Pets are mostly acquired through Event cards, and stay in play in front of
the Survivor the Pet belongs to. There is no limit to the number of Pets a Survivor can have. Pets cannot be given
or traded away, and get discarded if the owner dies.
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Quirk – Sometimes, characters will get something that changes their personality, and how they play the game.
These are labeled Quirks, and can be canceled with cards such as the Self Help Book Equipment card or the
Shady Clinic Event card.

Rope – Sometimes a card will call for a player to play a Rope, perhaps to climb down a building, or to tie up a
raving teammate. The Rope returns to the player’s hand after use, unless it Breaks, or the Event specifies that it
is discarded.

“Run!!!” – Event and Zombie cards titled “Run!!!” describe a dire situation where a horde of zombies finds
them, and the Survivors are forced to flee. “Run!!!” Cards always force the Survivors to leave their Hideout if they
have one, and usually force a difficult choice, often with no good solution.

“So, So Hungry”

– Some Event cards are titled “So, So Hungry,” and describe the Survivors being

exhausted and needing food or water. These cards can always be canceled by a “Food and Water” card, and always
have at least one other way to escape their negative effects as well.

Survivor – this refers to living player(s).
Tool

– Certain cards will call for a player to play a Tool for some result. Some Equipment cards, like the

oversized wrench, are tools in real life, but aren’t marked “Tool,” so pay attention (this is because while the item
might technically be a tool, it can’t be used for complex technical work, such as lock picking or VCR repair). This
is the whole reason certain words are bolded into “keywords,” so that you don’t start arguing, “What?! I can’t use
my crowbar to open this jar of pickles?!”
Unless something says that the Tool card is discarded or Breaks after use, the Equipment card goes back into the
player’s hand after they play it.

Trading – Survivors can trade cards or give cards away freely any time, except while resolving an Event card,
or when someone is dying. Cards from Survivor's hands aren't traded in secret - they can be shown and inspected,
though players can feel free to trade their cards however they'd like to. If a Firearm with Ammo tokens on it is
traded or given away, the Ammo tokens go with it.
Zombie players cannot trade Zombie cards.

Vote - There are times your group of survivors will need to Vote. The survivor who’s turn it is leads the voting
for the turn. It is their job to make sure that everyone understands what they are voting on. Then the Vote leader
counts, “3, 2, 1, VOTE!” and each survivor (including the Vote leader) holds out a thumbs-up or a thumbs-down.
If there is a tie, the Vote leader has the final say. Players can choose to abstain from Voting.
It's important to point out here how these rules can be manipulated by the Vote leader, by either not calling for
a vote so there’s more time to change the other player’s minds, OR by calling for the Vote quickly in order to keep
players from having time to discuss. The Vote leader can even try to trick players by calling “thumbs up”
something that people might assume would be a thumbs down, to trick players who aren’t paying attention.
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Wound – Survivors start with zero Wounds. When you do get a Wound, take a Wound token and place it in
front of you. There are cards that can heal Wounds, and these can be played even as a player takes their last
Wound, to heal them. In most games, players die after their third Wound.

Zombie – When capitalized and highlighted, it refers to undead player(s). If the word isn’t highlighted, it
simply refers to general zombies in the game world.

Zombie Craving – The bottom portion of Character cards with a green background is that Character’s
zombie craving. This is how that player can win the game as a Zombie. In general, the more difficult it is for a
certain Character to win alive, they will have a relatively easier zombie craving. As you play the game more, you
may find yourself hedging your bets by trying to achieve your zombie craving while still alive – this is completely
legal!
It is possible for a player to have an impossible craving. For example, a player’s craving could be that the next
survivors to their right and left must be dead for them to win, BUT maybe there’s only one survivor left alive! In
situations like this, default the craving to “everyone must be dead.”

Zombie Power-Up – These Zombie cards are played on the table in front of the Zombie player, and stay
in play for the rest of the game (unless the player rejoins the Survivors).
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Game Setup
1 - Character Cards
2 - Setting (optional)
3 – Equipment (usually three)
4 - Determine Who Starts

Player turns
Survivor – Draw and resolve and Event card
Zombie – Draw two Zombie cards, play cards

Combat

1 – Check if Zombie Players are Joining In
2 – Assign Weapons
3 – Zombie’s Reaction
4 – Survivor’s Reaction
5 – Wounds and Death

Becoming a Zombie
1 - Reveal your Character Card
2 - Discard any secret Event cards
3 - Pass your hand of Equipment cards
4 - Draw three Zombie cards

Game Length
12 rounds for 2 players
8 rounds for 3 players
5 rounds for 4-6 players
4 rounds for 7-8 players

Win By:

1 - Surviving to the end
2 - Dying, and satisfying one’s “zombie craving”
so long as not among the last to die
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